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in dialogue with (dis)-Ability

1 Introduction
Addressing the issue of user involvement, this paper sets out to consider the significance of
diversity in shaping strategic urban projects. More specifically, it demonstrates how
introducing the factor dis-ability in the design and planning process may trigger genuinely
innovative environments.
The environments we refer to are innovative in the sense that they provide multiple sensorial
qualities, and as such considerably differ from most buildings and spaces, which are
produced under consideration of only one sense—sight. The absence of non-visual features
in traditional architectural spatial representations indicates how these are disregarded as
important elements in conceiving space.1 In general, however, the quality of space, matter
and scale is assessed by a combination of multiple senses.2 The way spaces feel, the sound
and smell of these places, has equal weight to the way things look.3,4 The bias towards
vision, and the suppression of other senses—in the way the built environment is conceived,
taught and critiqued—results in a disappearance of sensorial qualities.5 A promising strategy
to regain these qualities, we will point out, is to explicitly involve the perspective of users with
dis-abilities in the design and planning process. As we will point out in this paper, this
strategy yields environments that are more functionally comfortable for the real diversity of
users, but also more enjoyable and meaningful for all.
Except in participatory design, however, users—or lay people in general—are rarely involved
in the design and planning of the built environment. They tend to be held at arms length and
are only allowed in as abstractions (through functional concerns) or as ideals (through
notions of authentic living).6 At first sight, this should not be too problematic, since designers
and planners themselves are after all users of the built environment as well. However,
research in environmental psychology has shown how student architects gradually become
increasingly remote from the way lay people describe and prioritise buildings and spaces:
over the five years of their studies they take on the language codes, stylistic preferences and
rituals of architects, and become assimilated into the social mores of the profession.7 The
“architectural autism”8 that results from this socialization into the profession, may be
countered when architects engage in a dialogue with “the other”. Such a dialogue turns out to
be particularly enriching for the design process and may trigger the generation of new design
knowledge. “The other” may refer to different dimensions of diversity, e.g. ethnicity,9 gender10
or—the focus of this paper—disability.11,12
In order to reveal the potential of engaging in a dialogue with dis-ability during the design and
planning process, the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 starts by pointing out how the
spatial experience of people with certain impairments may complement the professional
expertise of designers and planners, and argues for infusing the design and planning
process with this unique knowing-in-action. In substantiating this argument, Section 3
subsequently describes two projects that illustrate how attention for dis-ability may trigger the
generation of innovative environments. Section 4 closes with summarizing lessons learned
and outlining major challenges for the future.
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2 Spatial (dis)-Ability
Through their daily interaction with buildings and spaces, users develop insights that can be
highly relevant in designing and planning the built environment. Recent research on nondesigners points to the existence of implicit (tacit) design knowledge in people without
educational or professional design expertise.13 Moreover, specific user groups, such as
people with certain impairments, are able to appreciate spatial qualities or detect misfits that
most professional designers or planners are not even aware of.
Architects (and other professional designers) know, think and work in a visual way;14 their
sensorium is strongly visually developed. As such, designers considerably differ from visually
impaired persons, whose sensorium is strongly developed in a tactile and auditory way,
approaching a more haptic experience of environments.15,16 For instance, persons who are
congenitally blind contend to rely heavily on “facial vision”, an ability to feel space with the
help of sound waves or displacement of air.17 As a result of this ability, they understand and
interact with space in a completely different way than most professional designers. More in
general, the perspective of visually impaired people may teach us about aisthesis, the ways
in which the sense of touch works together with all other senses.18
People with a hearing impairment are more like professional designers in that they are highly
visually oriented. Across the board, the visual is the way in which they communicate. But in
situations where visual communication is impossible (e.g. darkness), the haptic becomes
important as well. The experience of individuals with a hearing impairment may yield unique
insights in the qualities of visual and haptic signage and the aesthetics of form and colour.
This different appreciation of spatial qualities is not unique to sensory dis-abilities such as
blindness or deafness, but also holds for mental impairments. Persons with mental
retardation may point to the lay-out of environments and the signification of orientation,
transfer and transitions from one into another place. Alzheimer’s disease, for instance,
impairs a person’s ability to deal with most normally complex environments.19 Everyone
tends to feel relaxed in comfortable and familiar settings, or anxious in strange and unfamiliar
settings, and persons who suffer from Alzheimer’s dementia are no exception to this rule.
However, as the disease damages part of the brain that soothes anxiety in these situations,
unique understandings can be derived from the way the brain has developed to emotionally
cope with the environment. By consequence, studying the environmental needs of this user
group as well as the effect of environmental design on them enables designers to learn a
great deal that is applicable to design for everyone.
More in general, the perspective of people with dis-abilities represents a unique form of
experiential knowledge that is currently unexploited in the design and planning process.
Many of these people are interested to share their specific expertise, but paradoxically
enough, they currently fall outside the common think paths of architecture and planning. As
Hubert Froyen contends, these people “are the most vulnerable to exclusion by inappropriate
design but at the same time the key actors par excellence to analyze the characteristics of
the misfit and to help in finding better universal design solutions.”20 Their specific experiential
knowledge is not only critical in directing the (re)design of accessible buildings and spaces;21
it could also inspire innovative design solutions that contribute to the overall quality of the
built environment. Infusing the design and planning process with this unique knowledge-inaction, so it can be argued, may contribute to substantial quality improvement and innovation
of buildings and spaces. The areas of aisthesis, multi-sensorial aesthetics, emotionally rich
environments, and semiotic analysis of the complexity of spaces are likely to benefit from
engaging in a dialogue with dis-ability.
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3 Case studies
So far, this paper has pointed at the unique source of experiential knowledge represented by
the perspective of people with dis-abilities, and has argued for exploiting this resource to
improve and innovate the design and planning of buildings and spaces. In substantiating this
argument, the following subsections introduce two projects that illustrate how attention for
dis-ability may trigger the generation of spaces that have a greater carrying capacity and that
introduce a more playful form of aesthetics, in the sense that they invite, accommodate, and
dialogue with people with very diverse orientations and capacities. The first project is the
waving slope at Expo 2000 in Hannover designed by Kamel Louafi, and is followed by the
un-built Glass House for a Blind Man designed by Vinko Penezić and Kresimir Rogina.
These projects can be considered as representative of two extremes of a spectrum: the
former stands out because of the subtle and surprisingly simple way in which it makes an
exterior space accessible for all; the latter is purely hypothetical and more futuristic in nature.

3.1 Waving slope, Expo 2000, Hannover (Germany)
The first project that helps substantiating our argument was triggered by the landscape
design competition for the gardens of Expo 2000. The Algerian/German landscape architect
Kamel Louafi22 won the competition with the design of “gardens in transition”. The main
theme of the design is the metamorphosis of a garden from urban plaza into the open
landscape, which takes shape as a sequence of different gardens—from black and
Mediterranean over bamboo and grass to dune—and different spatial experiences—from
intensive to extensive, from sombre to bright, from “deep down” to “high up”, from noise to
silence. As a result, the visitor is conducted and sensitized, almost self-evidently, to explore
contrasts and contradictions between human, nature and technology. In Louafi’s view, this
bonded trinity will generate the major challenges for the future.23

Figure 1: Waving slope at EXPO 2000 (photo: Office Louafi)

Together, the “gardens in transition” constitute a long, narrow park, 50m wide and 800m
long. At the north side, the sequence starts 3,5m below the ground level, and gradually rises
over the entire length to the height of the surrounding area. In order to make this fairy-tale
“Gärten im Wandel” accessible for all, two extra waving slopes, 70m long each, have been
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built at the north side (see Figure 1). The horizontal part of every wave offers a point to rest.
The central galvanised metal strip, at night bordered by light on both sides, offers visually
impaired persons a visible and tangible guiding line. The whole provides a functional, safe,
creative and above all playful answer to the challenge to make exterior spaces accessible for
all.24

3.2 Glass House 2001 for a Blind Man
The second project that deserves special attention is the Glass House 2001 for a Blind Man,
designed by the Croatian architects Vinko Penezić and Kresimir Rogina.25 While the project
was originally designed in 1990, it gained renewed attention at the Venice Biennale in 2000
with the international architecture exhibition City: Less Aesthetics, More Ethics.
Back in 1990, the architects wanted to design a hypersensitive feedback house, which could
be built at that time, or at least not later than the year 2001. In designing this house, they
tried to kill three birds with one stone.26,27 On the one hand, they aimed at questioning the
relation between the physical and the virtual in architecture: the digital age has brought about
very specific conditions and rules which most of today’s architectural practice is not dealing
with. This digitalization is bringing more sincere audio-tactile qualities into life, which brings
us to the project’s second objective: in designing the Glass House, Penezić and Rogina
wanted to explore the shift from our predominantly visual civilization to a different, audiotactile culture. Finally, the architects wanted to question the ethical aspect of the postmodern condition, which turned architecture from modernist idealism based on social
programs into a completely commercial activity.
In addressing these three objectives, Penezić and Rogina juxtaposed the qualities of glass
as a building material with the experience of blindness. Since the main features of glass—
transparency and reflection—are meaningless in the World of Darkness, they developed a
system to transform sensations from the World of Light and Shadows into the morphology of
the World of Darkness.
In essence, the Glass House is a simple container (see Figure 2) built up of hollow audiotactile glass elements. The media that support those audio-tactile characteristics are water
and air, which flow through these transformable elements and, coordinated by a
microprocessor, produce different temperatures and sounds (see Figure 3-4). The project
can be considered as a refreshing twist on an almost archaic system in that it combines the
Ancient Roman hypocaustus28 with the possibilities of today’s digital technology.
According to Penezić and Rogina, the key to innovation lies in creating environments
responsive to the impulses of their immediate—natural, technological and
phenomenological— surroundings, as well as to the diversity of their users (see Figure 5).
Glass House 2001 for a Blind Man exemplifies this new paradigm: it deals with the surprising
concept of the blind person’s awareness of glass and, at the same time, avoids the
misconceptions that characterise exclusive approaches, since the audio-tactile glass
elements do not exclude visual or formal characteristics.
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Figure 2: Glass House 2001 for a Blind Man as a simple container
(drawing: Penezić & Rogina)

Figure 3-4: Textures of the audio-tactile glass elements (drawings: Penezić & Rogina)
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Figure 5: Glass House 2001 exemplifies a new paradigm (drawing: Penezić & Rogina)

4. Discussion and Conclusion
We have argued in this paper that a genuine dialogue with dis-ability may resort into a
critique of how designers of buildings and spaces are socialized into the profession.
Furthermore, such a critique may trigger the exploration of complementary avenues that hold
surprising potential for shaping innovative environments, such as aisthesis, multi-sensorial
aesthetics, emotionally rich environments, and semiotic analysis of the complexity of spaces.
The first project addresses the need for access to and transition between spaces, as well as
the contemporary challenges of the contrasts and contradictions that are found between
human, nature and technology. In presenting the second project, Glass House 2001 for a
Blind Man, we specifically considered how the dialogue with blind and visually impaired
people may lead to consider underused features of material use, in this case of glass in the
built environment.
The projects we selected considerably differ in terms of purpose, context and nature.
However, both stand out in that they question the basic form and content of the physical
fabric from a multi-sensorial perspective, instead of taking the average design as a given and
adding on features to make it more accessible. Moreover, both projects avoid the
misconceptions of exclusive approaches by appealing to people with and without dis-abilities,
as such doing away with the assumption that responding to the needs of the former tends to
reduce the overall design quality.
If we want to stimulate and support the design of such environments in the future, the
question arises: how can we infuse the design and planning process with the unique
experiential knowledge of people with dis-abilities? Research suggests that information, in
and of itself, is insufficient if the mechanisms for people with dis-abilities to provide
professionals with their views are absent or weakly developed.29 A major challenge therefore
will be to develop scenarios that provide the context for professionals to effectively engage in
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a dialogue with dis-ability from the very start of the design or planning process. Can we offer
designers and planners a method to involve users with dis-abilities in shaping a qualitative
built environment? For instance, how can an architect effectively collaborate with people with
a visual impairment to break through the merely visual? Would it be possible to involve these
people as experts in the design team? If so, how would the team communicate and evaluate
the visual, tactical, auditory qualities of the environment being designed? Or are other
scenario’s thinkable? As these questions illustrate, further research is needed to explore how
exactly a dialogue with dis-ability may take shape.
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